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New 2019 Spring Menu available from “PEACH DELI”
in-flight meal service
-Enjoy Chinese and Western dishes unique to Japan
as you travel the skies・ On (Fri) April 13, 2019 a new Spring menu will be available from our “PEACH DELI”
in-flight meal service
・ The menu will include uniquely Japanese twists on Chinese and Western food, in
the form of “Tenshin-Chahan” and “Napolitan pasta”
・ We will also launch sale of original cotton candy flavors to celebrate the merger of
Peach and Vanilla Air.
Osaka April 13, 2019 - Peach Aviation Limited (“Peach”, Representative Director and CEO:
Shinichi Inoue) will launch a new Spring menu for its “PEACH DELI” in-flight meal service.
The Tenshin-Chanhan (Tianjin fried rice with crab omelet) and Napolitan pasta dishes in the Spring
2019 “PEACH DELI” menu were both born at Chinese and Western restaurants operating in Japan.
They have spread throughout Japan for several years and are a taste beloved by the general public.
In recent years, these uniquely Japanese varieties of Chinese and Western cuisine have grown in
popularity abroad, even leading to “reverse importation” back to their countries of origin. To give visitors
to Japan an original twist on their favorite meals, and Japanese travelers a taste of nostalgia, these
items have now been added to Peach in-flight meal menu.

Tenshin-Chahan unique
Tianjin-fried rice with crab omelet（800 yen）

Napolitan Pasta : A Naples-inspired
Japanese original pasta（600 yen）

In addition, to celebrate the merger of Peach and Vanilla Air, “PEACH DELI” will also launch sale of
cotton candy from “Zarame”, a popular cafe in the Arashiyama district of Kyoto. Original peach and
vanilla flavors will be available exclusively on-board Peach flights. They are sold in easily-carried small
packages that are perfect as souvenirs.

Kyoto Arashiyama
Zarame Cotton Candy
Peach × Vanilla flavor (400 yen)

We will also offer a host of other new menu items that can be easily enjoyed on-board, including
“Mackerel Sandwiches” that are perfect for a light snack and an original blend of coffee from “Inoda
Coffee”, one of Kyoto’s oldest and most famous cafes. Peach is also the only airline where you can
enjoy Inoda coffee during your flight.
“PEACH DELI” will continue to offer variety of of enjoyable menus under the themes of fun,
deliciousness, and innovation.

Mackerel Sandwiches （400 yen）

Original Blend Inoda coffee (300 yen)

※ The photograph is only image.

<Outline of PEACH DELI 2019 Year Spring Menu>
Sales period
Sales routes

: April 13（Saturday） to June 30（Sunday）
: All routes* Excluding some routes for Tenshin-Chahan and Napolitan Pasta

About Peach (www.flypeach.com)
Peach Aviation began services based out of Kansai Airport in March 2012. Currently, in addition to Kansai Airport,
Peach has hubs at New Chitose Airport, Sendai Airport, and Naha Airport with 24 airplanes that service 16 domestic
routes and 15 international routes. It operates approximately 100 flights per day and is used by over 13,000 passengers
daily. Peach will complete its integration with Narita-based airline Vanilla Air by the end of the 2019 fiscal year, aiming
to become Asia’s leading LCC.

